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CLUB NIGHT PROGRAMME
Starts 8.00 pm promptly
During NZ's Covid 19 Red Traffic Light setting 'Phase 2' HVTC will stop having in-person
meetings on Wednesday nights at the club rooms until further notice (when the setting
levels drop again or some other parameters allow the General Committee to deem things
safe to do so).
That means the Wednesday night talks for March 2022 will be via zoom. A notice with the
meeting invite/link will be sent out before each meeting.
2 March : Simon Nathan – Life in the ghost town of Waiuta: the photography of Joseph
Divis
The isolated town of Waiuta, south of Reefton, was home to a large underground gold mine in the
first part of the 20th century, with a community of around 500 people. After the mine was closed in
1951 the town was abandoned. We know a lot about life in the town and mine through the
photography of expatriate Czech miner, Joseph Divis. Science historian Simon Nathan has been
studying Divis, and will show a selection of his photographs.
Waiuta has recently been designated a Tohu Whenua site, and given Category 1 heritage status.
Plans are underway to restore the cottage that Divis lived in and to make a documentary about his
life.
9 March 2022 : Frank Lindsay – Wonderful world of bees
Honey bees are a fascinating wild insect that man has managed over the last century and a half to
now become an import but often overlooked component in New Zealand Agriculture. Over 100
scientist and many more students around the world are studying this insect yet we still don't know
everything about it.
Frank has been beekeeping for over 50 years, both a hobbyist beekeeper and a commercial
beekeeper and has learnt a little over this time. He has been writing about beekeeping in the New
Zealand Beekeeper and taking introductory courses for a number of years.
The bees will remind you when you are not handling then correctly by stinging you. They only
sting in defense of the hive or when you stand on them otherwise they don't take any notice of you
focusing on providing for the hive.
He will provide a quick introduction to bees, cover some of the problems and then answer your
questions.

16 March : Antony Gomez – Our Place in the Universe
Our Universe is a big, big place, in fact so big that it is almost impossible for anyone to grasp how
immense it really is and yet it continues to get even bigger with time. So where is our tiny blue
planet located in this Universe of ours? Let’s take a picturesque journey out into Space and
explore our local area of the Universe. Hopefully, we can get a sense of just how big and
remarkable our Universe really is.
Antony is a former President of the Wellington Astronomical Society. As a child he looked up at
the stars but it wasn’t till 2000 that he had his first look through a telescope. Now he is passionate
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about promoting Astronomy through public outreach and education, showing others the wonders
of the night sky. He has a keen interest in the physical sciences, especially in quantum physics
and cosmology, which looks at the birth of the Universe and its ultimate fate.
23 March : Aileen Logie – Amazing Monarchs
Would you like to know more about these beautiful butterflies – their
life cycle, their needs, their enemies – and how to help raise them in
your own backyard?Aileen raises 200+ every season – come listen to
her talk about them..

30 March : Shaun Barnett – "Across the Pass"
Shaun will introduce his book “Across the Pass, a collection of New Zealand tramping writing.”
“Tramping is a hugely diverse experience – it’s so much more than just putting on a pack – and
this is reflected in how people have written about it. The stories collected in this anthology feature
adventure, exploration, fun, purgatory, friendship, absurdity and reflection. For many of these
writers, tramping has offered a mental and emotional reconnection – with themselves, with their
companions, and with nature…..It wasn’t easy whittling down the selection from more than 200
stories in contention to the 100 included in this book. It was important to me that women as well
as men featured, and that it included a range of contemporary trampers as well as explorers from
the past.” Shaun Barnett
6 April : Ian Flux – TBC

FORTHCOMING TRIPS

TRIP CATEGORIES
Tramping
D
T

Day walk or evening stroll
Overnight or longer tramp
Dog Friendly
Moonlight Walk
Grade 1 Relaxed pace with plenty of rest stops. All terrain types may be encountered,
occasionally off-track. Duration depends on the terrain and conditions, but is
usually for no more than 6 hours per day.
Grade 2 Steady walking pace with regular snack and drink breaks. Terrain may vary from
flat river valleys to ridges above the bush line. Off-track travel may be involved. Up
to 8 hours walking time per day, depending on conditions.
Grade 3 Brisk pace with few drink and snack breaks. Terrain encountered is as for grade 2
trips but the distance travelled is usually much further. More than 8 hours walking
time per day.
Family
Family trip. Very relaxed pace with plenty of rest stops. Suitable for small children.
WP
Working Party. Overnight or for a day. Voluntary work on HVTC Ruapehu Lodge
or a conservation project.
NOTES
Where there is no leader given for a trip, please contact the Trip Coordinator to volunteer to lead a
trip, either as shown or an alternative.
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MARCH
5 or 6
Day tbc
12 – 13

Environment Weekend
WP
Ava Park Environmental project
T1
Totara Flats Campout
D1
Trip required
T1
Trip required
D1
Grenada to Cornish St
T1
Papatahi Hut booked
T2
Papatahi Hut booked

19 – 20
Sun 20
25 – 27

APRIL
1–3

T1
T2
D1

John Simes
Jim Cousins

027 464 1824
586 2135

Leader required
Leader required
Leader required

Tauherenikau overnighter

Ann Hayman

021 880 097

Ruapehu Lodge – day
walks + sky waka tbc
Trip required
Smith’s Creek Waterfall

Kate Brownsword

027 562 0177

Chris & Jackie

528 4697

BIKING SCHEDULE
for Tuesday Evenings - 6.00 pm
Helmet essential
Trip Grading:
Very Easy:

Smooth surface, broad track, basically flat.

Any bike will do.

Quiet roads and/or smooth gravel tracks; occasional hills.
Medium to wide-tyred bike recommended.
Usually includes off-road sections that may be rough and/or narrow; goodsized hills. Mountain bike recommended.
Off-road on loose surfaces, steep climbs, lots of obstacles.
Mountain bike necessary.

Easy:
Intermediate:
Advanced:
MARCH
Easy
Interm.

1

Easy

8
15
22
29
Meal

4

Interm.
Easy
Interm.
Easy
Interm.
Easy
Interm.
D1

Belmont School-Moonshine
Wrights Hill
Avalon – Harcourt Park or your
choice
Makara MTB Park
Petone
Boulder Hill/Dry creek
Remutaka Incline
Tunnel Gully MTB tracks
Baring Head
Pencarrow Lakes - Cameron Ridge
Walk
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Leena
Paul Labett

027 672 1604
027 344 2906

Leader required
Andrew Fisher
Helen & Paul
Murray Presland
Ann Hayman
Paul Labett
Leena
Debbie Bainbridge
Julie Lewis

027 449 3661
589 7484
562 8194
589 6265
027 344 2906
027 672 1604
027 209 3721
021 293 2118

RUAPEHU ROUNDUP
Ian McIlraith
The second weekend in February, work party weekend, was
certainly wet and stormy, in Wellington as well as up the
Mountain. Nevertheless, a diminished but determined crew
headed up to do our duty. No outside maintenance was
attempted, but inside became a hive of activity. A full stock
take of provisions was completed, the better to inform
purchasing decisions for the restocking work party to follow.
The kitchen received a top to toe going over, with all
cupboards emptied, cleaned, and contents returned. The
vegetable storage cupboard, always best approached with
caution, harboured the usual motley assemblage of root
vegetables well past their use by dates, and one particular
tuber making an impressive bid for freedom which the cleaners
were able to put a stop to (see picture). The rest of the
upstairs was thoroughly cleaned, glass doors were shined,
board games packed away neatly, decks of cards rationalised
and all manner of other cleaning performed. Downstairs also underwent a full clean as well as
replacing the mattress covers with fresh ones, the old set being brought down to Wellington to be
washed. Removing the mattresses, especially the double ones, from the bunks is strenuous work,
although sometimes rewarded, which may not be the right word, by the discovery of interesting
surprises that have slipped between the cracks… An enjoyable time was had by all and the
participants showed their appreciation in the usual way. No, I made that last bit up. There will be
a restocking work party in due course, please consider attending it.

Ian
for Ruapehu Committee

RUAPEHU LODGE CUSTODIAN
Do you fancy a season on the mountain?
HVTC's Ruapehu Lodge is now taking expressions of interest from club members who would like
to be our volunteer custodian from July to October this year.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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The custodian is expected to be at the lodge from at least the start of the July school
holidays to the end of the October school holidays.
The custodian will be a club member.
The role is unpaid.
The custodian will be familiar with the running of the lodge.
The custodian will liaise with all occupants, including internal and external groups, to
ensure their time in the lodge is enjoyable and safe.
The custodian will take on a health and safety role, including ensuring lodge occupants are
healthy, have vaccine passes if this is required for the season, and giving the fire and
emergency talk to each group. The custodian needs to have the confidence to ask unwell
lodge visitors to return home, and to ask to see their vaccine passes if required.
The custodian will ensure the lodge is clean and tidy throughout the winter season.
The custodian will liaise with the booking officer to ensure lodge occupancy is correctly
recorded.
The custodian will liaise with the food officer to ensure lodge food stocks are appropriately
maintained.
BJFM/H&V/Vol75/No02

•
•

The custodian will be responsible for updating the lodge Facebook page.
The custodian will be fully vaccinated against Covid-19 as they will be in contact with a
large number of people during the ski season.
The roles and expectations of the custodian will be detailed in a Memorandum of Understanding
to be agreed between the custodian and the HVTC Ruapehu Committee.
To express your interest, or if you have further questions, please contact Kate Brownsword
on the.brownswords@xtra.co.nz
If you are interested in the role, please send your expression of interest, with a summary of what
you have to offer to the custodian role, to Kate by 31 March. Applications will be considered at the
April Ruapehu Committee meeting.

Kate
for Ruapehu Committee

TRIP REPORTS
ARTHUR’S PASS: A GRADE 1 10-DAY SOUJOURN
December 2021 – January 2022
Kate Livingston, Derek Richardson, Elaine Richardson
Both Grade 1 and 2 groups left Lower Hutt with the Club van in the very early hours of 27
December for the 5.30am ferry sailing. After a smooth crossing and lots of driving we arrived in
Otira on the western side of Arthur’s Pass at 5pm. It was raining fairly solidly at that point. After a
quick settling-in at Rata Lodge we headed to the quirky Otira Stagecoach Hotel for dinner - a pub
with no beer, or any alcohol for that matter, but lots of curious, odd, old and/or interesting artefacts
to look at.
The stay at Carrington Hut (as told by Kate)
28 December – up the Waimak. The rain had gone by the morning and we drove east through
Arthur’s Pass village to a parking area by Bealey Bridge on SH73 which gave us access to the
route up the Waimakariri River. Both Grade 1 and Grade 2 groups started here, choosing to use
the flood route for the initial part of the tramp to Carrington Hut as the river was quite high
following yesterday’s rain. This was easy track as far as Anti Crow Hut then over a saddle and
back down to the main riverbed. A bit further on, the Anti Crow River was also up and flowing
quite fast. The Grade 2 group was ahead and had scouted up and down to find a suitable
crossing point, by which time the Grade 1 group had arrived and was able to coat-tail on their
discovery.
After that we picked up another bush track, again to avoid crossing of the Waimakariri. This was
ok until meeting a side stream which was a small but raging torrent on a very steep bit of ground.
The consensus was to go up and find a safer place to cross. That bush scramble up and over
took about an hour after which we eventually dropped safely back onto the main river bed. The
Grade 2 group took off. We chatted to a young woman who had elected to camp and wait until
the river was lower. She advised that another hill track behind her tent spot was fine, so we
headed off on that. As it climbed further uphill and further away from the river, we decided it was a
mistake, so abandoned that endeavour and found a place to drop back on to the river bed. No
river crossings and only minor stream crossings meant the rest of the walk was uneventful up the
river flats to Carrington Hut,which we reached at 5.30pm. The hut is a large one with 40 beds
across two separate rooms. There were a few other trampers in residence.
29 December – White River exploration. The Grade 2 group left early, while the rest of us finalised
plans for our day excursion. The first idea was to cross the White River and head up toward
Harman Pass, following the footsteps of the Grade 2 group. However, once down at the river’s
6
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edge we found going over the river was out as the Clough Cableway was closed and crossing
through the river was not to our liking as it looked quite fierce. Instead we headed up the White
River, staying on the true right. The river valley was pleasant enough and the weather was fine.
We made our way up some distance, had lunch and returned the same route back to the hut.
30 December – Waimakariri River exploration. The day’s plan was to head up the Waimakariri
River to the Falls. Derek had already
scouted out a good place to cross the river
immediately after leaving the hut, which
gave access to the track up to the Falls.
The route was reasonably well marked.
There were several more stream and river
crossings to negotiate, some of which
were a bit challenging for our group. By
early afternoon we reached the foot of a
pretty waterfall which I declared to be defacto Waimakariri Falls. Here three of us
rested while Derek and Doc walked on to
find the real ones. They went some
distance but, as the Falls were still even
further on and rainy weather was heading
down the valley, decided to turn back.
Track to Waimakariri Falls
Rejoined as a group again we headed
back down the valley to Carrington Hut. It was an exceptionally lovely alpine valley so I was well
pleased with what we had done and would happily return to explore further.
31 December – down the Waimak . We left the hut just after 8am to head back out to the road
end. The weather was fine and warm and it was very pleasant walking. The Waimakariri River
was down compared to a couple of days ago but still quite swift. Nevertheless, we elected to
cross it rather than repeat the scrub scramble we had on the way in and executed a textbook
river-crossing as a tight unit of five. It was then a straightforward walk to Anti Crow hut and the
route through the bush to the road end.

Kate

Based in Arthur’s Pass (as told by Elaine)
After 4 days based at Carrington Hut
exploring the Waimakariri and White
rivers I think we were all happy to take
things a bit easier once we had settled
ourselves into our bunkroom at the
Sanctuary in Arthur’s Pass Village.
Derek and Kate gallantly volunteered for
the rather challenging upper bunks
which, even for rock climbers, seemed
to require an initial launch from a chair.
However no injuries were reported.
First things first – it was New Year’s Eve
so we booked into the Wobbly Kea,
being the only restaurant currently operating in the village. We had to take an early booking – 5.30
pm. A nicely decorated restaurant, the experience slightly marred in that much on the menu was
not available and those with particular dietary needs ended up being a bit hungry. Food that was
available was good as was the beer.
1 January – Lagoon Saddle New Year’s Day 2022 dawned bright and sunny. With Kate taking
care of our laundry needs, the rest of us discovered the excellent coffee and date scones at the
General Store – to be enjoyed in the presence of watchful Keas.
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Enough decadence! After eating some lunch we went in the club van to do a walk to Lagoon
Saddle. This is a walk in the Cragieburn Forest Park. There is a parking area close to SH73 and
after walking for 5 minutes we had a look at Bealey Hut – a six bunk historic hut. It was a hot day,
but initially the walk was through forest. The track then opens onto tussock and despite being
fairly boggy in places is not too challenging up to the saddle, where we enjoyed the magnificent
views on the beautiful day. It was enough of a walk for a few of us to enjoy a beer at the Wobbly
Kea’s pleasant outdoor tables on our return.
2 January – Arthur’s Pass Walking Track. The following day, following the now customary coffee
and date scone outing, we all set off from the Sanctuary along the popular Arthur’s Pass Walking
track. The final destination was the Otira Gorge. Lovely walking. We took a good look at Jack’s
Hut – a restored roadman’s cottage - before crossing SH73. We took a short track down to Bealey
Chasm for a morning tea break. The Dobson Nature walk has good information panels, lovely
alpine plants and great views of the surrounding mountains and led on to a rather challenging
boggy track to Lake Misery. We went on the track to the Otira walk car park where we had lunch.
Only Doc and Derek had the energy to go on to the bridge while the rest of us walked back the
way we had come. A cold drink at the General store was welcome.

Elaine
Up to Goat Pass and Mavis Lake (as told by Derek)
3 – 5 January. Now the troops were getting restless. It was time to move on. Our planned tramp to
Casey Hut looked less appealing after we discovered it was often used by mountain bikers
heading up the Poulter River. After some mutual discussion our leader selected Goat Pass Hut as
being an excellent alternative destination. It is perched high up in the mountains (1070m) and
provided a tempting opportunity for a day trip to Lake Mavis. Leaving the van at Greyney's Shelter
carpark in the morning of Day 1, we crossed SH73, ducked under the railway line, crossed the
Bealey River and headed up the Mingha River valley. For the first few hours we followed markers
up the wide river bed. The effects of increasing river flows are now clearly apparent as we were
forced to traverse over banks of loose rock carried down by side streams. After about 5km a
rough, a uneven track leaves the river on the true right, rises steeply over Dudley Knob before
dropping down again to follow, what was fast becoming, a somewhat tiresome track. A stop for
lunch and a swim provided a pleasant distraction from rough stuff. The track improved after we
passed Kennedy Falls and, after crossing the river we rose steadily up Goat Pass to reach the hut
immediately below the saddle. It had taken us
about 6½ hours.
Day 2 was set aside for an excursion to Lake
Mavis. Elaine elected to stay at the hut and
be entertained by hordes of passing runners
training for the Coast to Coast race. Four of
us set off up a steep and grovelly scree which
became steadily looser the higher we got.
Thankfully we reached easier slopes above
and we followed a ridgeline leading directly to
the slopes above the lake. The views were
magnificent. Despite some initial misgivings,
the water in the lake proved to be irresistible
to the hot and weary. The return to the hut
was strangely easier than expected and the
remainder of the afternoon was spent resting Lake Mavis
and recuperating. On Day 3 we returned to
the van using the same route down the Mingha River. Our Rata Lodge accommodation that night
required a short drive to Otira.

Derek
8
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Cedar Flat Hut (as told by Kate)
6-7 January Cedar Flat Fom the Rata Lodge Backpackers it was a 1 1/2hour drive, via Hokitika,
to the road end on Middle Branch Road. I was surprised to find quite a few vehicles parked up at
what I had considered to be a rather remote and likely not particularly popular tramping route. I
think the explanation was that, firstly there were some hunters out and about, secondly there were
hot pools not far from Cedar Flat hut which obviously had some appeal, and thirdly, it was the
entry/exit road point for a few longer tramps.
The track started off through farmland before dropping down to the Toaroha River. After some
distance along the river, a benched track heads up above and inland for a stretch before returning
and eventually dropping back down to the river near the Cedar Flat Bridge, with the hut on the
other side. We took around 5 ½ hours to reach Cedar Flat Hut, an odd shaped hut of 12 bunks.
Our Grade 2 group had already arrived from the other direction. Quite a few other trampers came
in so the hut was full and the grass area outside had several tents.
The next day we retraced our steps back to the van, with both groups arriving around 2pm. Then it
was a drive into Hokitika, to the 252 Beachside Motels, and to showers, real food, and cold beer.
Trampers: Derek Richardson, Elaine Richardson, Doc Watson, Val Wackrow, Kate Livingston
(lead).

Kate

MOLE TOPS
21-24 January Anniversary Weekend
Jackie West
Chris and I had fond memories of going on an Anniversary Weekend trip to Mole Tops in 2008 so
we put the trip on the syllabus. Phaedra decided to lead the T2 so we sailed on the 4pm ferry with
a full van. We spent the night in Murchison and on Saturday morning after a stop in town for those
needing a caffeine fix drove to the Mataki road end.
We started tramping at 10am letting Phaedra’s group go ahead over the farm land and into to the
beech forest. It was a still clear day and once we were walking up the bouldery Mole Stream it
was extremely hot. We found a shady spot for lunch. Having eaten we crossed the stream bed to
the large triangle at the bush edge on the TR where we had a big discussion, examined maps and
Tony did a quick recce up the track before we made the mistake of continuing up the open stream
bed. After seeing a windfall ahead across the stream
we made our way into the bush. Having walked for
nearly thirty minutes from the triangle we checked our
position on a GPS something we should have done
much sooner and realised our error that we were
going up the wrong stream. A quick retracing of steps
back to the big triangle but we had used up an hour
and for some of us a lot of much needed energy. It
took just over an hour to reach Mole Hut and even
though we were in shade most of the time a few of us
required frequent rests.
At the hut we found Mel and Seth had pitched their
tent having decided not to continue with Phaedra’s group on to the tops. The hut which sleeps
four was occupied by two hunters who had taken the top bunks and gone off in search of deer.
Kate chose a bottom bunk while the rest of us searched for suitable spots to erect tents.

9
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It was a crystal clear night but even so we were all surprised at how cold it was on Sunday
morning. The hunters who had shot a stag had returned to the hut after midnight with some
venison which they hung in the small porch. They fried heart for breakfast and kindly offered some
to Kate who politely declined but didn’t have the heart to tell them she was a vegetarian. We were
away by 9 am with everyone warmly dressed as the sun had not yet reached the hut. By the time
we neared Jameson Saddle we had to stop to strip off and apply sun block before beginning the
steep climb on to the tops. When it became hotter and steeper Chris decided to turn back. At the
top we sat and admired the view and spotted three packs and a full pack liner left by the T2s. We
continued south along the tops to the upper tarn
where we had lunch and observed hundreds of red
damselflies and admired the many alpine plant that
were in flower adding extra colour to the
landscape.
As we dropped off the tops on the return walk Tony
found a route on the TR of a bare steep gravel
patch and back on to the track proper. Half way
down we took the alternative route down a spur
which led us into the beech trees above the hut. It
was much quicker but care was needed navigating
through the trees. The hunters said they only used
this route when returning to the hut.
Monday morning was warmer than the previous
day with a light breeze. We departed at 8:30 am for the road end. As we approached Jameson
Saddle the T2s could be seen ahead of us and we caught up with them when they stopped before
the track entered the bush.
Travel along the ridge through beech forest was very pleasant. The hunters had warned us about
a slip which was difficult to find a way across. We came across it about thirty minutes from the
road. It turned out not to be a slip but huge dramatic washout in the stream with a large number of
mature trees strewn across the ground and blocking the way. Andrew was the first to find the track
and once we had regrouped we decided to stop for lunch in in the cool shade of the bush. We
were back at the van soon after one o’clock and changed for the journey home after a successful
long weekend to add to the fond memories list.
Participants: Kate Livingston, Bo Yao Lee, Jo Scott, Tony Birtwistle, Chris and Jackie West and
from Mole Hut Mel and Seth Stoneham

Jackie

MOLE TOPS: EXPLORING THE BASINS AND TARNS
Wellington Anniversary Weekend
Phaedra Upton
I’d never heard of Mole Tops – which I’m a bit embarrassed about because (1) I like to think I
have a pretty good idea of tramping options in Te Wai Pounamu and (2) the track goes right along
the Wairau fault – I’ve been working on a paper for the last two years which explores the evolution
of the Marlborough Fault System of which the Wairau fault is an integral part.
Having agreed to lead the trip, I started investigating the options and collecting trip participants.
We ended up with 6 to fill the van along with the 6 on Jackie and Chris’ grade one trip. Here I’d
like to say THANK YOU to Jackie and Chris who, along with John our transport officer, organised
and booked the ferry and our accommodation in Murchison.

10
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The forecast for the weekend looked fabulous – clear and sunny. Lots of sunscreen etc. would be
required. Saturday morning, we started with a coffee stop in Murchison before heading to the
roadend near where the Tukati River meets the Makatitaki River. There are two tracks to Mole
Saddle, one up Mole Stream via Mole Hut and the other along Jameson Ridge to the saddle. Our
plan was to walk up the stream to the hut then onto tops and return down the ridge on Monday.
It was hot and sunny. The route up Mole Stream was in
the open and we moved into the shade whenever we
could. The stream was choked full of sediment and tree
trunks – a result of lots of erosion adjacent to the Wairau
fault and severe flooding in the NW Nelson region last
July. After a couple of hours, we stopped for lunch in the
shade where the track leaves the stream and climbs
through the hut in bush. Mole Hut is a wee 4 bunk hut in
a clearing close to the bushline. We’d seen a couple of
cars at the roadend so we weren’t surprised to meet two
hunters at the hut. They were there for the night and just
about to head up to the tops to see if they could find any
animals. Mel and Seth decided they would stay at the hut
with the grade one group and set about pitching their
tent.
That left four of us to contemplate what was going to be
a very hot climb to the tops. We took a faint trail up from
the hut to maximum our time in the bush up onto the
ridge. It got pretty steep near the top then there we were
with the basin laid out before us. Our planned campsite
Mole Stream which flows along the Wairau fault
was down a bit, beside four tarns. Camping on the tops
in fine weather with a spectacular view is one of the real
highlights of tramping. I’d taken all my lightweight summer gear to keep my pack light – my
bikepacking sleeping bag and my lightweight fly. The beautiful clear night turned out to be a little
chilly! Before the moon rose at about midnight the stars were amazing.
Mole Stream which flows along the Wairau fault.
Sunday morning, we packed up and took our tramping packs up to the ridge where we left them to
be collected on our way down. I had a lightweight day pack, Chris and Murray put their stuff into a
single pack to share and Andrew created a makeshift day pack out of a stuff sack which
performed admirably well. We had a bit of a plan of getting to or near Mt Watson and headed that
way along the ridge. The walking was easy as we got over into the next basin which hosted
another series of
tarns. Toward Mt
Watson the ridge
looked rather
full-on and I was
a bit dubious
about if we
wanted to take
that on. We did a
bit of scrambling
into a wee basin
on the side of the
hill for lunch and
decided that was A perfect campsite - tarn, view, great weather, and a rock to cook on
as far as we
needed to go. It looks like the route to go further required dropping down to near the bushline and
then scrambling up and round. Another time maybe – probably need to leave camp a bit earlier
than 9:30am!!
11
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After lunch Andrew and I wandered down into the basin while Chris and Murray took a more direct
route back toward the ridge. It was still hot, so I took a quick dip into one of the tarns. We
converged again by one of the higher tarns, climbed back up to the ridge and headed back
towards our packs via afternoon tea at yet another lovely wee tarn.
Having picked up our packs we descended the ridge to the saddle. The tarns and campsite
weren’t quite up to the standard of our previous night, but we made do. Andrew went for a wee
stroll and filled up water bottles from the stream while we cooked with the tarn water.
We woke encased in cloud, breakfasted, and packed
up. The mist lifted slowly to another sunny day. We’d
just headed off toward the ridge track when we
spotted the grade one group walking towards the
saddle. We waited for them, caught up with how their
trip had gone as well as the news that NZ was now in
the Red traffic light setting – there was good cell
reception along the ridge. The walk down the ridge
was lovely, open beech forest, and not too steep. We
all had lunch near the bottom of the track then back
to the van, a quick change of clothes avoiding
sandflies and on our way.
Camp on Mole Saddle

Mole Tops is a great discovery, thanks to those that
came along to enjoy it: Andrew, Chris and Murray,
Phaedra (leader). Mel and Seth started with us then decided to stay at the hut with the grade one
trip. All photos mine.

Phaedra
(Trip reports received but not included here will be in a future edition.)

MEMORIES OF JAN
Here, in no particular order, are some club members’ memories of Jan Heine.
Alan Stevens
You may have heard the memorable story of our Easter trip in 1966 when Arnold invited me to
join him on a trip to NW Nelson - oh, also with a new member from Nelson, Jan Hardwicke....! In
from Karamea 8 days later out at the Cobb. Arnold had a proof copy of the new map, only Heaphy
Hut, then no tracks and the most remote I had ever been in NZ, amazing navigation by the
Leader. He spent an afternoon at L&S in Nelson and shared all his notes including compass &
altimeter readings.
Of course, not long after the trip they became engaged, which generated a lot of questions what
role I played on our trip.....! They were married later that year, with John Rundle as Best Man and
Fay Crump ( now Jackson) as bridesmaid. Their photo was on the cover of H&V Jan-Feb 1967. I
also partnered Jan to the Trampers Ball - not sure before or after (maybe Arnold in the Antarctic?)
also you could not buy single tickets - only double......!!!

Kate Brownsword
On a trip to the Olivines in 1999 were Nick Brownsword, Jugdeep Aggarwal, Stephen Anderson,
Jan, Kate Brownsword and Murray Presland. The young ones were all late 20s, Jan was 59, but
of course she was just as fast and indefatigable as we were, if not faster and fitter. We each took
two dinners for the group on this trip. Jan's dinners were proportionate to her slight frame - the
young ones with huge appetites ate them very very slowly.
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Stephen Anderson
I count myself very fortunate to have been on a couple of classic XMAS trips with her over the
Whitcombe pass in 1997 Olivine's in1999 and the Garden of Eden in 2002.
She must have had 30 years on me and was a fearless tramper.

Tom Haliburton
Kaimanawas trip, led by Murray Presland, around 2003. At a stop we met another group. "Oh so
you are a Hutt Valley trip? Got your token woman I see." That was so funny. There was nothing
"token" about Jan.
Camped by the North Mohikinui, raining all day. We had split into small groups to explore options
for a route out. Jan had gone to the head of the valley, and returned to camp very late in the day,
wet, cold, and tired. She crawls into a wet tent saying "I'm getting too old for this." A hot cup of
tea was passed in to her while she changed into dry clothes. A few minutes later Jan bounces out
cheerfully asking "How is dinner getting on?" An irrepressible spirit, especially if there was a brew
going. One of the features of Jan's trips was plenty of brews, and often a pre-dinner soup as well.

Bob Deller
There was a funny event during that a Lewis Pass- L. Rotoiti trip in 2013. At Blue Lake Hut and
again at Sabine Hut we met a couple of women doing their annual tramp. Having told them where
we had come from, one of them asked Jan her age, to which Jan answered “73 yrs”. The ladies
were gobsmacked that she had tramped all the way from Lewis Pass. Jan was an inspiration to all
trampers, particularly women.

Andrew Robinson
Of the 32 club trips I did with Jan my main memories are of all the multi-day tramps I did with her.
The first was at the start of 2009, up the Lyell and down the Mokihinui River, largely following what
was to become the Old Ghost Road. Jan led that trip and I joined her on new year trips she led
the following three years – the south branch of the Wangapeka and north branch of the Mokihinui,
a Kaweka-Kaimanawa traverse, then back to the Lyell/Mokihinui and the under-construction Old
Ghost Road. In 2015 Tom Halliburton and I joined Jan in a two-week long traverse of the Ruahine
Range. The knowledge and expertise I gained from Jan on those trips gave me the confidence to
start leading multi-day tramps myself and it was a pleasure to have Jan on the first three new year
trips I led, at the start of 2017 (Kawekas), 2018 (northern Ruahines) and 2019 (Whirinaki). On the
2019 trip Jan was a little slow on the first day but she had no trouble keeping up on the rest of the
trip. That was in fact the longest of the new year trips I did with her covering 100 km over 8 days.

Sharman Robinson
am sure I am not alone in this, but, for me, Jan was something of a mentor and inspiration about
what one could do in the outdoors. Quietly and unobtrusively she showed the woman of the club
what was possible and without talking about it made it possible for us to achieve beyond what we
might ever have imagined. With her death, she has left a very large hole in my world.
I joined the club in 1993. One of my very early trips was an all women’s trip to camp under Mt
Hector. The rest of the party bar myself and Jan left on Friday night. I travelled up with Jan on
Saturday morning. Before joining the club I had been running with the Marathon Clinic. In my
ignorance I had made assumptions about how easy it would be to catch up with the rest of the
party. I had also made assumptions about Jan. She was older than I was. My snap assumptions
were blown at the top of the first rise out of Otaki Forks. I struggled to keep up with Jan and
arrived gasping for breathe. She stopped and waited for me, while I got my breath back. And,
without having to be asked, adjusted her pace so the rest of the walk up to Field Hut, where we
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joined the rest of the party, was less harrowing., actually pleasant. It is the only time I have
camped under Hector, a rather unforgettable experience in itself, yet at the time thought nothing of
it, and I want to add that Val cooked pancakes for everyone in a skillet she had carried up the hill,
something I have never had since on a trip. Thank you, Val.
Jan had an ability to read a situation and make adjustments quickly,
Not long after this Chooks Trip, I joined Jan and Arnold on one of their Easter trips. The trip left
on Thursday night, and our first stop was Mitre Flats. At something like 11 pm ish that night we
were chest deep in the river that runs past the hut because the bridge that crosses the river was
out.
Later on this same trip, I had my only ever taste of Broken Axe Pinnacles. Jan was ahead of me
as I started along the track. Heights are my Achilles Heal. When I looked to the left and to the
right, all I could see was downhill. I froze. I remember saying to Jan, “Jan, I can’t do this.”
Without arguing or trying to persuade, she said, “Follow me” and back tracked along the track.
Instead of going over the Pinnacles, we sidled them. Interestingly I was not the only one who
followed her. Ian Oldham, another club member said to me when I joined the rest of the party, “If
you think you made the wrong choice, look up.” I did and was hugely relieved that I hadn’t had to
do that down climb.
As I gained experience I started to lead trips. One of the trips I lead was to the Abel Tasman. I
had a large party of thirteen to plan for. We would all be travelling together but for ease of gear
and distribution, and cooking I divided the group into three. I lead one, and Jan willingly, no
questions asked, took on a group. Thank you, Jan.
On a Christmas trip into the Wangapeka area, that Jan lead, I can remember walking in and
thinking, “I’m so glad we don’t have to come back this way.” A few days later, after being holed up
in a rock bivvy for at least a day, unable to continue on because of heavy rain, and with water
beginning to run through the bivvy, and under our sleeping bags, we walked out the same way.
After a night at the road end, the whole trip was rejigged and back in we went via a different route.
It also snowed on this trip…..
One of the last trips I went on with Jan, not counting the work parties to Somes Island, was in
2018 to Rangawahia Hut, returning via Dead Man’s Loop. Dead Man’s loop is also a trapping
line, and, as she walked Jan checked on the traps to see if they were set and if she could, would
have cleared the traps except nobody in the party had a screw driver, and none of us was
prepared to return to the hut to look for one!!.
Maybe the very last trip we shared was a trip to Atiwhakatu Hut, possibly in 2019, when Jan’s
illness was starting to take its toll. She made it to the hut but it wasn’t easy for her.
Around September 2021, I received an email from Jan, saying she had set aside two books on
Tibet that I might be interested in from Arnold’s library. Tibet has always fascinated me, but I tried
to work out how Jan knew this. In 2002, my eldest daughter and I traveled overland to Lhasa but I
didn’t think that Jan knew about this. And then I remembered that at one stage I had put my
name down to be on a Federated Mountain Club (FMC) party going to Mt Kailash, a Tibetan
mountain sacred to its people, a trip that Jan completed. Unfortunately before the trip I had to pull
out.
The books she had set aside are spectacular. And I feel very privileged to own a couple of books
from the Heine library especially as one of them has Arnold’s name inside, handwritten.
Bless you, Jan, for remembering something even I had dropped from my mind.
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IMAGES OF JAN
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Many thanks to everyone who sent me their memories and images.

Bruce

The views expressed in the articles in this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Hutt
Valley Tramping Club. Any queries or comments should be directed to the writer of the article.
Contributions to the Hills & Valleys are welcomed and encouraged but all are accepted on the
understanding that the Editor has the authority to make minor changes if deemed necessary, refer
back to the contributor for amendment, or return the contribution for amendment by the Writer.
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